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#SMWLA was held in Santa Monica in June 2017.
The theme was “Language and the Machine”, which
examined how algorithms are shaping human
laguage communication
Participating brands included Forbes, Buzzfeed,
National Geographic, Tastemade, Vayner Media...
Here are my 2017 notes from the conference. I have
written the best info/take-aways so you're getting the
cutting edge social media information from the top
names/brands in the industry.
- Tasha

NATIONAL
GEOGRAPHIC
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How NatGeo Engages
350 Million Fans on
Social (no1 followed brand
on Instagram)
Instagram - Key Points
Emphasis on how you should be using instagram stories to show BEHIND
THE FEED
Timely relatable - play on current events, make content to be relevant in real
time
The power of wow - Instagram is a visual platform, creating beautiful content
that is ‘thumb stopping’ is key to @natgeo success
Uses collaborators to share them- Nat Geo uses multiple ‘influencers’ aka
athletes, intrepid travellers, adventure seekers to take the @natgeo followers
on a journey with them. They can harness the power of real time adventure to
get people engaged with the outdoors.
The power of live. Today the impact of live streaming, and being able to tap
into a live activity is a great way to get attention and engage with an audience.
NatGeo has one main acc (83 million) but also many smaller ‘niched’ accounts
which feed the larger account but stand alone. This has created a network on
Instagram that NatGeo can cross promote while staying true to targeted
audiences.

Facebook - Key Points
Match speed for feed. On FB ads only expect people to watch for 5.7 seconds,
or for non-ad content 17 seconds
Build for where people are now. This means designing content for mobile- and
if using video -make it able to watch with no sound. Many people consume
content in situations they can’t hear or can’t have the sound on. Your content
should be able to be consumed without audio.
Not all videos are created equal- consider target market and nature they're
consuming in. If you’re targeting high school kids, design the whole content
schedule around this demographic, this includes posting times (not at school),
subject matter and attention span.
Play more with your content. The best SOCIAL content is clever, witty, emotion
evoking or playful (or all of the above).Focus on an event/moment to folow:

Main Takeaways
Be time relevant: E.g. Focus in on one one event and cover it well (e.g. from
the perspective or an athlete at the Boston Marathon), you then become
people's point of contact to follow that event
Social shows across social platforms so it has emotional connection and story
element - get people excited to tune in.
To become bigger than your brand you need to collaborate. If you’re not a
content company, you don’t have to develop resourced to become one and do
a sub par job. Harness content creators and outsource.
Tailor your content to the platform you're posting it on.
Play more with your content. The best SOCIAL content is clever, witty,
emotion evoking or playful (or all of the above).
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BRIT & CO
The art of storytelling
through images

Brit + Co is a media company who produce over 100 pieces of content per day in
varying formats and across numerous platforms. Brit + Co’ has a strong aesthetic
and credit this to being an essential part of its identity. The talk from Brit and
Co’s creative director went over the following key points:
-

How to create a distinct brand identity in a crowded market

-

How to manage creatives and scale a company’s visual identity as you grow

Exercise:
Answer the following questions to develop a ‘style guide’ for your brand.
Developing a brand voice is key to the success of your brand on social -Develop
a distinct ‘personality’ and consistent vibe that relates to their target audience).
1) Who is your brand

5) Create mood boards with your brands likes

2) Who is a brand you admire

and dislikes.

3) Who is your brand as a person

6) What sets you apart e.g. Origin

4) What differentiates your brand

story/manufacturing

from ones you admire

7) Illustrate your mission statement

Having this style guide to call
upon whenever you’re making
creative decisions is key to
maintaining a consistent (but
evolving) company identity.
From this you can create a
social media ‘bank’ of images
that you can use for your
Instagram and social media
platforms.

NETBASE
“When the 25yo gets it
and the CMO doesn't”
How to use Social Media
to Drive Business Value
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Main Takeaways
Demographics don't work anymore- figure out how people move through their
lives. We can now target (FB) extremely specifically. Instead of spraying and
praying- go deep - and nail a targeted niche
PASSION - increased customer satisfaction = incr sales. Some of the best
customer reviews have been following a negative experience - a fast response
can make it a positive. This means be on your socials pronto. Respond to every
negative comment and you can turn a negative comment into a positive
customer experience.
Your influencers are not always mean those who you pay. Check your most
dedicated followers online - (A good website for this is ‘social rank’ and partner
with these people).
Find passionate influencers- E.g. Uggs researched sports stars, they found a
big sportstar who always wore slippers in his pics. Uggs sent him Ugg boots
with personalised message saying they noticed his were wearing out. The
sportstar was passionate about how cool this was, posted it and Uggs sold out.
Visual content 40x more likely to be shared. Not new but growing phenomenon.
This means focus on video, photo and visual over long copy.
Your content on social media should be appropriate to the convos of your
brands audience. E.g. car company realising people often talked about how to
connect bluetooth inside car -created campaign around this with excellent
return.

TASTEMADE
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How Food Video became
the ‘language of the web
and a global phenomenon’
This presentation went over how Tastemade created, optimized and
perfected content for millennials.

Key Takeaways
To optimise content- shoot one video, edit it differently for each platform
(lengths, width).
Don’t post the same video on Instagram, Facebook, Snapchat, Twitter.
Each user experience/audience is specific to each platform so tailor your
content to this platform.
Instagram videos are shorter, snappier. Facebook videos should have
eye catching content in the first 2 seconds to avoid people scrolling past
them. Youtube is longform content so can be long and not as snappy.
Live can be the longest content form as people can tune in and out.
Current events are ideal for live streaming opportunities.
Play on what platforms are pushing. At the moment Instagram and
Facebook algorithm love Live and Video so using these will push you
higher in the algorithm.

BEAUTIFUL
DESTINATIONS
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@BeautifulDestinations
drives business success
through ‘Social First’
content
Beautiful Destinations (BD) started as an Instagram ‘passion project’ and has
evolved into a media company with the largest travel and lifestyle community on
social media. BD has almost 15 million followers across its network.
BD focus on “social-first” content for travel brands/tourism boards, to help them
generate a return on social media. Beautiful Destinations receives more than 5
million Instagram story views per day.

Key Points
Putting the graduate or intern on social media no longer cuts it. Social Media is
now the face of your biz and what people see so it’s important you’re nailing it
Tom thinks creative agencies are a thing of the past - due to evolving and
improving user generated content "Everyone is now a content creator".
Speed of creating - focus on how can you can be consistently putting out
content
Social first content creation - first thought as oppose to afterthought - test on
your audience - E.g. if you’re going to put budget into a big campaign, test the
various options you have for your ads on social media. The ad that gets the
best response is the one you should put money behind!

Beautiful Destinations - GUIDE TO NAILING
INSTAGRAM
Look at the iconic shot everyone gets at a certain place - figure out how can
you get dif perspective of this e.g. angles/colours)
Stick to what you know for content production - 9 til 5 doesn't work for photo
commissions due to lighting. Be confident to ensure you have created the
best possible conditions for a successful shoot.
Research before you go shoot / e.g. what content is being created in
Manila- look at the location tag on IG - see what’s working for others.
Notice other content creators mistakes and notice what they’re doing well so
help you create the best content.
Aerials - drones, rooftopping does well on social
Red jacket is a good thing to wear in outdoors travel photos as it stands out
from scenery. Use people in landscape pics for scale.
Data science - timely - e.g. if there’s a storm in NY and you’re the first out
there to post about it - it’s likely yours is the image everyone will repost.
Using social to check - what is performing well - use this for larger brand
campaigns
LIVE video amazing for algorithm exposure and connection with audience
Start shooting in vertical- optimise for mobile by shooting in vertical video
(takes up more screen)
Swipe up story feature on IG = amazing ROI
SLO mo
Preplan Instagram story
Post IG stories every day
Tell dif stories thru dif mediums.

I was lucky to accompany the BD
team at a shoot in Venice Beach and
watch them put their tips into action.
This is the co-founder Tom Jauncey
and I :)

CROWDTAP
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"How Instagram killed the
TV star"
This keynote goes over the impact of Social Media platforms today and how
they're disrupting the marketing industry. It also touches on how to utilise
social media for the future!

The Timeline
Tv golden era: 1964-1999 broadcasting, 30 sec slots. Tv networks were curating your content.
Reality tv revolution (pre market for social media) 2000- 2008
2000-present next level reality tv (the voice, the power of individual people)
TV shows started to crossover from our screens into our the real world - American idol - Kelly clarkson
went from tv to your life and radio)
2009-2013 was mobile social shock - boom of twitter- it gave every individual the opportunity to post to
the world
2011 Facebook started to dominate
Before 2009 no person or company had 1 mil followers. CNN was the first to get this on Twitter with
publicised race to get to 1mil with Ashton Kutcher.
Ashton kutcher was one of the first to use his social media value for real life benefit. He used his social
media value to land him his role in 2 and a half men. The biggest deal in history at that time
The boom of timing marketing campaigns with current events started when Oreo used the lights going
out in the Super Bowl to create a campaign “you can still dunk in the dark” that gained 600 million
impressions with no media spend.
2013 to 2015 camera phones got better- selfie revolution began
Instagram was founded in 2012. Kodak went bankrupt.
Social media officially started getting more views than tv itself - Ellen selfie!
Instagram overtook Twitter by being visual
2007- present. Kardashians are a good example understanding the seamless crossover from social
media into real word. Unlike Ashton Kutcher who earlier used his social media influence to land a TV
role, the Kardashians use their TV show to boost their social media presence (flipped)
Kardashians have monetised every aspect of their lives. They are the ultimate ‘influencers’ as
everyone cares about what they do/what products they use/where they go.
Powerful as celebs reach more people than networks and brands. Kardashians know their audience.
Created a platform to sell product. E.g. Justin Bieber did a live steam of him chewing gum and had
over 500 thousand people tune in.
Current = High quality video over and over to target audience is how you connect with your audience.
It's not advertising but content.
RAW VIDEO- Snapchat helped this become the norm but are on way out. People now expect 24 hour
nature of Brands and content always being ON. The trend for less glossy curated content and more
raw and real. This means LIVE video is powerful and the best way to connect with your audience.
Utalise this.

Key Takeaways
1) This is the age of content. As people now expect 24 hour nature of
brands, this should be a key area of focus for your brand.
2) Content is consumer first, learn your audience first then frame all your
content around what do they care about.
3) There is also a trend for less glossy curated content and more raw and
real. This means LIVE video is powerful and the best way to connect with
your audience.
4) Non scripted video is the new TV. Less curated and more real.
5) People are the new networks. Celebs and influencers are going to have
so much so much currency in the future. They need to think about how
they're going to script their lives.

"BRANDS ARE PEOPLE AND PEOPLE ARE BRANDS"
People have to create a way to add value and brands need to have a
personality

CONQUERING
FACEBOOK
WITH
CONTENT
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How to Grow Your
Audience without paying
for it - Machinima
This workshop went over how Machinima went from nearly nothing, to 140
million Facebook views per month. They did this by ‘strategic content creation
and placement that both entertains the audience, and checks all boxes to be
optimized by Facebook.

Key Takeaways
The best friendships are organic - to create these you need to provide utility
for your audience. Whether it is entertainment, community, tools - give your
audience something- don't be selfish and your audience will give back.
Pay to play doesn't build true fans if your content is not good
If you provide good content, they'll think about it when they sleep, when
they're at work, when they're with friends or peers, therefore your brand will
be on their mind when they're not seeing it
Know your end goal- how long do you want it to take to get there
Create strategy to reach that goals (digital brand, influence, clicks to sales)
The key to good content is knowing your audience- who are they/date
Consumption habits- how do they consume, when? Time of day?
Know your platform. (info on getting to know Facebook below)

How to post to optimise the Facebook Algorithm
Facebook dislikes it when you use:
External URL s -This gets penalised in the algorithm so instead of posting
external links in your post -pin the first comment with link
Click bait - misleading content - FB has recognition software for Clickbait
and will penalise your post for it.
Spamming
Biz page posts- get your content shared by friends and family as posts
from personal pages are favoured in the algorithm

Facebook likes it when you use:

Native media uploads - e.g. don’t share a blogpost on FB - instead share the
content directly on to Facebook as an organic post. FB wants you to stay on
their platform so keep content native to FB.
Live videos
Everything but likes- reaction better - if you can get your audience to ‘react’
to your post instead of just liking it.
Highly shared content
Captions: no sound. Your vids should be able to be watched and
understood without audio.
Fb likes short form vids 90 sec to 3 mins
Good content equation = (Audience + platform) brand = content
Keep trying and testing then using what works (take analytics of what you’re
trying out, see which are high performing then double down on that)
Shares are the most important and the key way to grow. Create content to
be shared!

ONE SIZE
FITS NONE
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The approach to standout
social content - The Knot

Kristen Maxwell Cooper Exec editor digital and social for the knot (no1 Wedding
brand) - transformed a print team to digital and social.
Background: The knot started on AOL where brides could communicate with
eachother and share ideas etc. The knot was born on content. Kristen attributes
the success of @theknot's content to listening to their audience. By
understanding that ONE SIZE FITS NONE and that the identify of each social
platform is different, you can curate the right content for the right audience and
the right platform.

Understanding Each Platform:
Facebook
People come here for entertainment. It’s a social platform
Users are not seeking out specific topics, brands or content
They’re there to say something about themselves and engage in a convo
Not specific answers - people don’t search out your page. It has to be
discovered and engaging
Shorter is better - conversational
Ask a question - gives audience permission to engage
Use odd numbers or stats
Avoid clickbait
Image tips
Clear and understandable
Remarkable and interesting

Instagram
Images need to be pretty, emotional or engaging
High resolution images
No distracting watermarks or logos
Pay attention to the whole photo and how it looks on the feed
Create franchises- E.g. specific niched pages relevant to your brand you can
use as 'feeder' accounts to promote your main page
Use hashtags in thoughtful way
Be timely and relevant to current events that interest your target market
Pinterest
Visual platform powered by social data. People visit seeking out specific info
or inspo
Each pin must be key-word rich
Headlines should be clear and straightforward
Content needs to be image driven
Posted consistently
Key Takeaways
Figure out what kind of content do people want from you by:
Doing a content audit
Paying attention to analytics
Reading the comments and adjust your content accordingly
Look at low performers\high performers
Group content and figure out ratios of what your key content pillars are
Revisit strategy and tailor often

WHY VID
VIEWS ARE
THE NEW FB
PAGE LIKES
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...and why it matters.
- MLLNNL
Co-founder of Mllnnl Kyle Dardashti works with brands on paid social.
Through their technology and analysis they have determined the importance
of video marketing and the effectiveness of retargeting.

Key Takeaways
Organic reach on Facebook is dead
Building an affinity with community (fb page) is measurable
Facebook has “engagement retargeting” which you should be using
"Engagement Retargeting" is the idea that you can re-target people. You
can do this specifically (how long people have watched your vid for)
Video View and Engagement retargeting is the best strategy as the
conversion rate is significantly higher for people who have already engaged
with content (average conversion is 10% however conversion rate of fans
is 23%)
Longer videos are better for retargeting as you can determine audiences for
retargeting based on how long they watched the video for
Plan your campaigns around your KPI's- there's zero point in doing an untrackable campaign or one without a specific goal

E.g. Post vid of 2 week trip
showing value proposition (driving
fomo). Then use -> funnel

1) Prospecting
2) Time spent on canvas, 1- sec vid views
3) Engagement retargeting
4) Website clicks
5) Website retargeting
6) Add to cart
7) Abandoned cart
8) Sales

MY SIX
OVERALL
TAKE-AWAYS
You can decide what you
think the key themes were,
but here are my thoughts:
1) Video is key. Live video, hero videos, any moving visual content. This is
the content people are engaging with, the content platforms (FB, IG) favour
and the content to get savvy in
2) People are brands and brands are people. To succeed online people
need should adopt the mentality they're a personal brand and brands must
find their personality and unique voice so they're more personable.
3) Good Content is king. - we are entering the age of content: it's about
making your brand bigger than your biz. Flip the mentality - instead of
thinking of your brand and what content fits it, think of good content that
aligns with your brand and how you can partner with that content
creator/make it yourself.
4) Social media - specifically Instagram and Facebook should be your first
thought for you biz - not your last thought. Social is now THE most important
thing in your biz, it's your relationship to your consumers, your rep, your
voice and your portfolio and your discoverability.
5) Good content is high quality, timely, brand appropriate and value driven.
The brands getting left behind are ones not engaging in the convo the right
way- don't just broadcast your message, ENGAGE with your audience, ask
them what they want to see and then give it to them.
6) Understanding your audience (going deep on getting to know them), and
understanding your platform (e.g. FB, IG, Pinterest) - then curating your
content for these factors is the magic formula to success on social.

FOR MORE
INFORMATION:
Join our FB Group:
"Instagram Growth and Engagement"
Email us at
hello@acethegram.com
Follow us on Instagram:
@tastefullytash
@tashameys
@tashameys_art
@bop.eats
@vividsportswearoffical
@vivconway_

